ABSTRACT. Given a Coaction 1/1: C X W --> Wand an embedding We D n , when is it possible to find a Coaction cf>:
Introduction. In his landmark paper, Jones [J] (in 1970) showed the following very strong converse to the fixed point theorem of P. A. Smith. A manifold vn which is a Z/pZ-homology disk is the fixed set for an action of Z/pZ on a contractible polyhedron, and it is the fixed set of a smooth Z/pZ-action on Dn+k, k> n + 2, provided we have such an action on a regular neighborhood of V c Dn+k.
The combinatorial result was greatly generalized by Oliver [0] , whose work was refined still further by Assadi [Ast] and Oliver-Petrie lOP] . These papers produce combinatorial or algebraic K-theoretic conditions that a given action of a finite group G on a complex L extends to a G-action on a contractible complex Q ::J L.
In this paper, we consider the smooth problem: given a smooth action of G on a manifold W n, under what circumstances can we extend the action to an action either (a) on a euclidean space Rn in which wn is properly embedded, or (b) on a disk D n ::J W n , such that G acts freely on Rn -wn or D n -W n ?
The problems (a) and (b) depend first on being able to extend the action to (a) a finite-dimensional contractible complex, or (b) a finite contractible complex, for which we have the analysis of Assadi [Ast] , and in addition there is a tangential obstruction, a function of the tangent bundle of wn with its G-action. With various "general position" hypotheses weaker than that in [J] , these obstructions are the only ones.
The tangential obstruction can be thought of as the obstruction to finding a bundle ~ over the classifying space BG of G whose pull-back over the free orbits of aw agrees with the tangent bundle over a large skeleton or, more elegantly, in a formulation of Dovermann [Dov] , that the 'extended' tangent bundle TW over W X G EG (EG the universal free contractible G-space) comes from~.
In §2, we give a sufficient condition for the vanishing of this tangential obstrucin terms of the vanishing of some cohomology groups of G with coefficients in KO (W) . We also give a sufficient condition to ensure Smith acyclicity in terms of group cohomology, but we show that these cohomological conditions are not necessary. We then apply the results to the case of semi free G-actions. We obtain the appropriate generalization of Jones [J] to such a general finite G, as well as extending the Jones result to actions which do not necessarily preserve orientation and to some special cases where the tangential part of the proof of [J] is inadequate ( §4). We also show that such actions extending the given action on a regular neighborhood of the fixed set are classified by Whitehead torsion ( §3).
In §O, we recall some combinatorial results from [AsI] and give the technical results in §l, improving some of the dimension restrictions in §2. We assume familiarity with the usual mechanism of smooth G-actions, as in [Bre2] . We also refer routinely to G-regular neighborhoods, as in [I] .
Finally, we note that there is considerable overlap of our results with those of Dovermann [Dov] .
REMARK. Many of our arguments do not depend on the smoothness of the action and, in fact, the main existence and classification theorems hold for any category of G-manifolds in which a reasonable theory of equivariant regular neighborhoods exists. Such equivariant neighborhoods are not required to be unique for the existence of extensions.
O. Combinatorial preliminaries. In this section we summarize some background material. The reader is referred to [Ast] for further details and examples. In the sequel, all G-spaces are G-CW -complexes and are referred to as G-complexes for short. The results below hold for smooth and PL actions, as well as the special case of topological G-actions on manifolds in which a reasonable theory of equivariant regular neighborhoods exists. Bya PL G-action on a PL-manifold M it is meant that elements of G act by simplicial maps for some appropriate simplicial subdivision of M. The second baricentric subdivision of M gives M the structure of a G- CWcomplex (cf. [BreI] ). By a result of Illman, a smooth G-manifold has the structure of a G-CW -complex, for G finite [I] .
For a G-manifold (smooth and PL), the Singular set is defined by 9'( X) = UH~G,H"l XH, and X -9'(X) is called the free stratum of the action. By a straightforward induction on the number of orbit types, it is seen that 9'(X) has regular neighborhood (smooth or PL) which is invariant under the action. 
This definition is motivated by the well-known theorem of P. A. Smith stating that for a G-action on a finite-dimensional acyclic G-complex X, H .(X H ; Z/pZ) = 0 for every p-subgroup H. So the singular set of an action on a finite-dimensional contractible complex is Smith acyclic. The natural question is whether the singular set of a Smith acyclic complex can be realized as the singular set of a contractible G-complex. This is true for finite-dimensional G-complexes, and in the category of finite G-complexes an affirmative answer depends on the vanishing of an obstruction in Ko(ZG), which we will discuss below.
Suppose we would like to find a free extension 1/1: G X X -+ X of a given action <p: (8) and
is also cohomologically trivial. The above exact sequence (.) and induction show that the quantity Li>o(-l)ia~(Hi(Xk» does not depend on k. For sufficiently large k, say k ~ dim X o , Hk+1(X k ) is the only nonvanishing (reduced) homology group, and The fact that Xo is necessarily Smith acyclic is easy to see. One further remark is helpful in the case of free extensions of actions from submanifolds of disks. Let W" c D" be a codimension-zero submanifold, and suppose that W is an effective G-manifold. Suppose that we would like to construct a free extension of the action on W" to D". The following necessary and sufficient condition proves useful. We state it under some dimension restrictions which may be relaxed slightly, or replaced by other conditions of similar nature. 
T(wn). ('T(wn) = the stable tangent bundle of w n .)
This is a special case of a more general result in [Ast] and is obtained by the process of equivariant thickening. (Cf. [Ast, 111.2.3] .)
So in the extension problem our effort will be concentrated on the construction of the G-bundle 13 over X.
t. Extending actions to disks. Let G be a finite group, wn a smooth G-manifold, cp: 
under what conditions is there a G-embedding (W, aoW) c
(Dn, sn-I) for some smooth G-action on the disk Dn, with G acting freely on
There are necessary conditions of a homological nature as reviewed in §O, namely, Smith acydicity of Wand, for (b), the vanishing of an obstruction Q(W) E Ko(ZG), which ensure that W embeds in a finite contractible G-complex K, such that G acts freely on K -W.
If wn embeds smoothly as a G-submanifold of some G action on R n , then the tangent bundle 'Tw of Wextends to 'TRn; that is, 'Tw extends to a G-bundle over a contractible G-complex containing W. This condition may be expressed in the following elegant statement (1.1) suggested to us by H. Dovermann (see [Dov] ). This replaces a more awkward condition on 'Taow in our earliest version.
Let Ee be a universal (i.e. contractible) G-space and, for any G-space X, let (W k ) is stably ZG-free; so, by adding more G-free k-handles along alw k if necessary with trivial attaching maps, we may assume Hk (W k ) is ZG-free.
Since (W k ) can be represented by a finite number of disjoint framed embedded k-spheres in alwk/G, and adding G-handles along the inverse images of these spheres in a l W k will produce a contractible manifold U::) W k , with au = aow U ap.
Since (aoW, aaoW) is I-connected and ap is k-connected, au is I-connected and U is diffeomorphic to the disk Dn. By construction, U -W is G-free, so the theorem follows. 0 A The proof of 1.4 is similar to that of 1.2 but we may use infinitely generated modules and an infinite number of handle additions. The condition that (W, aW) is I-connected at 00 is used to show that the result U of adding all the handles is I-connected at 00, so that it is diffeomorphic to Rn. 0 1.5. COROLLARY. Let G X M n ~ Mn, n » 6, be a smooth effective G-action such that dim MH < (n -1)/2 for each nontrivial subgroup H ~ G. Let (W, aoW) 
n with G acting on Rn so that G acts freely on R n -WOo
The result follows from 1.4 by a proof analogous to that of 1.5. D
THEOREM. Suppose G X wn --+ wn is a smooth effective G-action on a compact
wn such that for some integer k, 2 ~ k < (n -1)/2, Hi(W) = 0 for i> k, and dim W H < n -k for all subgroups H *-1 of G, and (W, PROOF. Let a1w = aw -(int aoW) as usual, so G acts freely on a1w. Since codimension .9"(aW) > 2, (aW, a1W) is 2-connected so that (W, a1W ) is I-connected. By 1.3 we find a smooth G-embedding (W, aoW) 
aW) I-connected. Let aow be a smooth G-regular neighborhood of !/(aw). Then the conditions (1) W is Smith acyclic, (2) [TW] E p*KO(B G ), and
be a smooth effective G-action, M compact, n ;;. 6, and let (W, aoW) We have that dim 9"(M) = q ~ n12, so that n -(q -1) ~ q + 1, and if we set k = q -1, the hypothesis of 1.7 would be satisfied if we could show that Hi(9"(M)) = 0 for i > q -1. This follows from 1.11 below. ~ I and To conclude the proof of 1.11 we show that, for each i, M C ; collapses to L; = (.9"0 IIMc;) U (disks of dim < I). Since the M C ; -.9"0 are disjoint, UM c ; = .9" (M) collapses to UL; which has dimension < I. We must take care to ensure that the collapse is invariant under G to complete the argument.
PROPOSITION. Let G X M ~ M be a smooth effective Smith acyclic G-action such that dim 9"(M)
Let N be the normalizer of C in G, C = C; cyclic of order p, so that N acts on M C , freely off.9"o II M C . Take an N-regular neighborhood U C of.9"o II M C in M C , and let 2. Cohomological conditions. In this section we give some sufficient conditions in terms of group cohomology which imply the tangential condition of §I, and another which implies Smith acyclicity. We give a simple geometric application to semifree actions, generalizing [J) . We may apply 2.2 to semifree actions of G on disks, generalizing [J, Theorem 2.11. Note that this theorem characterizes the stationary point set of semifree actions on the disk in this dimension range. (ii) P admits the structure of G-bundle leaVing the zero section fixed and having a free representation on each fibre.
PROOF. This follows from Corollary 2.1, 1.10 and 1.12. Condition (i) implies that KO*(F) is torsion prime to IGI, using the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence; hence jj *( G; KO* ( F) 
PROOF. Suppose true for k by induction. Let { h,,} E 7T k ( X k ) be a set of generators for 7T k (X k ) over ZG and let Xk+l = X k Ugh"U"D;+l, adding free G-cells on each h.
Then Xk+ 1 -X k is G-free of dimension k + 1 and Xk+ 1 is k-connected, and it remains to show (3). Since Xk+l -X k = UGDk+\ a disjoint union of free G-cells, H;(Xk+1, X k ) = 0 for i =1= k + 1 and Hk+1(Xk+l' X k ) is ZH-free for any He G, so, by 2.6 applied to each subgroup K ~ G, H *(X k ) is a cohomologically trivial ZG-module. 0 Taking k > dim X and applying 2.7, we get X c X k , with dim X k = k, Xk(k -1)-connected, X k -X G-free, and H*(H; Ii*(X k » = H*(H; Iik(X» = O. Since X k is (k -I)-connected and k-dimensional, Hk(X k ) is Z-free; so, by [R, (4.11)] , Hk(Xd is ZG-projective.
There is a ZG-free module M (infinitely generated) such that Hk(X k ) + M is free over ZG. Attaching an infinite number of G-free k-disks to X k we get X; ::J Xk with the same properties but with Hk(XD ZG-free. We may then attach G-free If H eGis a p-group, then H has a stationary point on D n , using Smith theory. Moreover, the tangential representation is unique because (Dn)H is connected. Hence, the restrictions to every p-subgroup of G for T D , are the same, so the elements in KO(B c ) are the same (see [At, ) and this completes the proof of 3.4. D
To complete the proof of 3.3 we first find a G-immersionfr Do -+ D;n homotopic to !; using f on N and the Smale-Hirsch immersion theorem using 3.4. Since
, it follows from a general position statement that the embedding of N may be extended to an embedding on each handle, unique to isotopy. See Wall [W2] . D The region D;" -f;(Do) is an h-cobordism of free G-manifolds from/;(a+Ao) to a_A; (aA; = a +A; U a_A;). Let x; = Whitehead torsion of this h-cobordism. Then the diffeomorphismfdl-1: fl(a +Ao) -+ f2(a +Ao) extends to a diffeomorphism if and only if Xl = X 2 (see [M2] ), which completes the proofs of 3.2 and 3.1. D The classification of smooth G-actions on sn can be reduced to the classification of G-disks, and understanding of the structure of Rothenberg's class of "semilinear" G-spheres, provided that (sn)C =F O. (See [RS] for definitions and properties of semilinear disks and spheres.) 3.6. THEOREM. Let (sn, </>1)' i = 1,2, be two G-spheres such that dim(Sn, </>l)H <
[nj2] for aliI =F H ~ G, and (sn, </>;)c =F O. Suppose that equivariant regular neighborhoods of the singular sets of (S n, cp;) are G-diffeomorphic. Then there is a semilinear G-sphere (S n, l/I) such that (S n, CP2) is G-diffeomorphic to the equivariant connected sum (sn, CPl)#(sn, l/I). Clearly, the modification of this argument applies to any periodic homeomorphism (semifree or not) on a regular neighborhood N(Fk) C Dn+k+l with n == 1 (mod4). Moreover, it becomes evident that the hypothesis w 2 (p) = 0 is necessary for such framings to exist. The claim of Jones, in the last paragraph of [J, p. 62] , will work precisely when we assume that the second Stiefel-Whitney class of the orbit space (i.e., the complement of the fixed point set) vanishes. Moreover, his claim in the first paragraph of [J, p. 63] , regarding the change of framing, also breaks down for similar reasons.
